
 

RS BARCELONA: DRIVEN BY PASSION TO CREATE ICONIC 
HOSPITALITY ENVIRONMENTS 

 
RS Barcelona shows its its astonishing RS Max foosball table, its sleek and playful 
Diagonal pool table, and its sculptural Plec table collection at HD Expo in Las 
Vegas.  
 
 
RS Barcelona back to HD Expo with its commitment to design and to captivate with beauty, authentic 
and elegant pieces that transform hospitality spaces bringing a touch of uniqueness and playful attitude.   
 
RS Barcelona shows its 8 people foosball table, the RS Max, the new pieces that expand the Plec table 
collection and the Diagonal pool table new finish. All the items featured in new colors: the pure, subtle 
and harmonious color chart that RS Barcelona launched for this season.   
 
RS Max and RS Max Dining 
The more. The merrier. The RS Max foosball table, 
designed by Rafael Rodríguez, shows that eight is the 
perfect number to play and to exploit the potential and 
personality of this foosball table. It was born to transform 
the common areas in hotels and restaurants and turn 
them into playful spaces. RS Barcelona has resized the 
classic foosball table to double the players and the fun. 
It’s manufactured in high-quality materials to withstand 
intensive use by lots of players, not to mention inclement 
weather in outdoor spaces. And, with the addition of the 
glass top, the RS Max is the most bizarre table of the 
restaurant. An ingenious idea in which gastronomy, 
playtime and design go hand by hand. 
 
 
Diagonal pool table 
Just as a diagonal line crosses a space from end to end, 
the Diagonal pool table, designed by Yonoh, imbues any 
room with design, elegance and playful attitude. Its 
beauty emerges from its exquisite simplicity, the 
authenticity of its design and its blend of materials and 
colors. From sober black to bright white, striking red, 
subtle elegance of green or deep blue. Appeal for a 
game of precision and perfection. The Diagonal pool 
table strikes the perfect balance between design and 
playability, and with its sleek, modern and timeless lines, 
it graces any indoors and outdoors setting. Because 
Diagonal pool table is available also for outdoor use 
inviting you to enjoy the game in gardens, porches or 
terraces with the sun, the breeze and the stars. With the top, it doubles functionality. As a game table 
and a dining table as well. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
Plec round occasional table and desk 
Plec is a collection of tables, designed by Antoni Pallejà Office, that are as happy 
together as they are apart. Their sculptural design, with symmetrical and sensual 
folds, proves capable of adapting to every indoor and outdoor atmosphere 
creating spatial harmony. The metal gives them an industrial feel; marble, the 
timeless elegance; and their colors confer personality and uniqueness. And with 
the combination of these elements, Plec reveals its savoir-faire. Quiet and 
restrained presence, uncovering the beauty of perfection. The Plec collection 
includes rectangular and round occasional tables perfect for welcome and waiting 
areas, a desk, which compact dimensions for console or table at hotel room, and 
a pedestal for decoration purpose. 
 
 
Ombra stool 
The Ombra stool, designed by Emiliana Design Studio, shows itself as it truly and 
honestly is. It has nothing to hide. Its simple and clean shape is its own structure. 
Solid and resistant, with a comfortable, generous and ergonomic seat. It knows 
that the days are intense and the nights might be long. That's why it waits, 
discreet but alert for its time to come. Attentive to your conversations at the bar; 
sharing a bite to eat on the terrace. It always has a place reserved for you. That’s 
when it shows its versatility, functionality and toughness both indoors and 
outdoors. Ready to withstand lots of sit-downs and plenty of movement. Get your 
Ombra and have a nice sit-down. 
 
 
 
A passion for design 
RS Barcelona designs to captivate. Searching for beauty in simplicity. Simplicity that becomes elegance. 
Eliminating the superfluous. Focusing on the exquisite nature of the details that make an item unique. 
Authentic. Exceptional. Designing merely for the satisfaction of a job well done. Of high quality. Raising 
the expert hand of the artisan. The hand which is seldom seen but always perceived. That’s where its 
value lies. Its honesty. Designing to last. Transcending the volatility of passing trends with one’s own 
personality. Designing to transform spaces. Bringing a touch of exclusivity, whether subtle or bold, to 
make each room a space in which to experience unforgettable moments. Designing to be meaningful. 
To leave an imprint. Respectfully, responsibly and positively. 
At RS Barcelona we design with our soul, driven by passion.  
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